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Abstract—The study of the electrical signals produced by neural
activities of human brain is called Electroencephalography. In this
paper, we propose an automatic and efficient EEG signal
classification approach. The proposed approach is used to classify the
EEG signal into two classes: epileptic seizure or not. In the proposed
approach, we start with extracting the features by applying Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) in order to decompose the EEG signals
into sub-bands. These features, extracted from details and
approximation coefficients of DWT sub-bands, are used as input to
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The classification is based on
reducing the feature dimension using PCA and deriving the supportvectors using Support Vector Machine (SVM). The experimental are
performed on real and standard dataset. A very high level of
classification accuracy is obtained in the result of classification.

Keywords—Discrete Wavelet Transform, Electroencephalogram,
Pattern Recognition, Principal Component Analysis, Support Vector
Machine.
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I. INTRODUCTION

LECTROENCEPHELOGRAPHY is the study of the
electrical signals produced by brain. Production of
electrical signals as a result of neural activity of the brain
starts as early as from the 17th week of prenatal development.
Electrical signals generated by the human brain represent the
thinking of the mind and the status of the body. The close
study of these Electro-EncephaloGram (EEG) signals is useful
in many research areas such as detection and classification of
event related potentials, seizure detection and prediction,
brain–computer interfacing, Study of mental disorders like
psychiatric disorders and dementia, and sleep signal analysis.
For better understanding of human behavior, the EEG signal
waves are further divided in five major sub-bands based on the
frequency ranges. These bands from low to high frequencies
respectively are called delta (δ)(Range 0.5-4Hz), theta
(θ)(Range 4-8 Hz), alpha (α) (Range 8-13 Hz), beta (β)(Range
13-30 Hz), and gamma (γ)(Range 30-45 HZ)[1].
The visual distinction of seizure from common artifacts
within an EEG measurement is based on the shape and
spikiness of the waveforms. A signal with seizure have a
rhythmical and prominent spiky, whereas the most of other
artifacts are non-stationary and randomly shaped. But
considering the fact that the recorded EEG pattern is a special
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mapping of signals captured by placement of electrode onto
different regions of the scalp, it is extremely difficult for
human being to observe and understand the actual behavior of
the brain by merely visual inspection. Hence there is an ever
increasing demand of easily accessible and fully automatic
epileptic seizure detection system using EEG signals.
In this paper we propose a statistical feature based epileptic
seizure detection system. Statistical features are extracted
from Discrete Wavelet transforms (DWT) of EEG signals.
Further, Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used for
classification into two classes i.e. is epileptic and normal. In
order to reduce the time and space complexity and to avoid
redundancy in the observed features, we have applied
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the normalized
feature matrix.
II. RELATED WORK
The electrical signals for brain activity were first recorded
by the English scientist Richard Caton in 1875. Hans Berger
started the study of EEGs from human brain in 1920 [2].
Epilepsy is a Greek word, which means ‘to seize or attack’.
The very basic concepts of epilepsy can be found in ancient
Indian medicine (4500–1500BC) as apasmara, which means
“loss of consciousness”. Babylonian tablet in the British
Museum in London also gives the detailed knowledge about
the epileptic disease and its cure [1]. Kaufman associated the
epileptic attacks with abnormal electrical discharges [3].
Most of the epilepsy analysis methods developed in the
20th century were based on the concept of visual inspection of
EEG signals by highly skilled electroencephalographers.
However, with the advancement in the field of signal
processing and pattern recognition, different automatic
techniques of epileptic seizure detection have been developed
in last two decades [6], [9].
Spectral analysis based feature extraction method provides
poor results for EEG classification as the frequency domain
information is provided at the cost of time domain information
such as the amplitude distribution and EEG pattern. Hence,
both time and frequency domain based feature extraction
algorithms such as Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) are
being used in current research [4]-[6]. The other advantage of
DWT over spectral analysis is its suitability for analysis of
non-stationary signals like EEG [7], [8]. Kai Fu et al. have
recently published their work with Hilbert-Huang
Transformed (HHT) based approach [9].
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TABLE I
STEPWISE DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
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III. DATA-SET FOR EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In last few years, most of the researchers have used publicly
available data described in [10] for their research work in the
field of epileptic seizure detection. We are also using the same
bench-mark database in order to compare our results with the
results of previous research works. The database is prepared
by taking inputs from different subjects and is divided into
five sets (A-E) each containing 100 EEG samples recorded
through single channel. The mental status of the subjects in
each data set (A-E) at the time of data recording was as
follows:
A, B: Five healthy volunteers, relaxed in an awake state
with eyes open (A) and closed (B).
C, D: Activities measured during seizure free intervals of
EEGs from five patients, all of whom had achieved complete
seizure control and were correctly diagnosed.
E: Contains seizure activity (recorded from the same
patients as for set B and C).
The data set were recorded using a 128-channel amplifier
system and standardized 10-20 electrode placement scheme.
After recording, the data were sampled and digitized at 173.61
samples per second using 12 bit resolution. As the useful
information from the data can be found only in δ, θ, α, β, and γ
sub-bands, a band-pass filter with 0.50–40 Hz (12 dB/oct) was
applied. In this study, we used the dataset A and E for
classification, as only set E contains the samples from
confirmed epilepsy (Class I), the data set A consists of sample
from persons having no epilepsy (Class II).
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The stepwise details of the proposed algorithm are given in
Table I. As described in Table I, we pick one EEG sample at a
time and find its DWT coefficients. The features from the
DWT coefficients are extracted and appended in the
corresponding column of a feature matrix. Note that for a set
of 100 EEG samples, the feature matrix will have number of
column = 100, and number of rows = the total number of
extracted feature. The same procedure is repeated for all the
EEG samples. The final feature matrix is normalized and
passed for dimension reduction using PCA. Binary SVM
classification is performed on the dimension reduced feature
matrix for classification.

Fig. 1 3-Level wavelet decomposition of the sample data signal
having 0-F Hz frequency range. The signal is decomposed into detail
coefficients D1-D3 and approximation A3. The frequency range
covered in different decompositions and approximation is shown in
the bracket
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

i=1
for i< = size of the data set, do
Decomposition the ith EEG sample using5-level DWT.
Extract the statistical wavelet features from DWT coefficients, and put
in ith column of feature matrix Ftr_Mat.
end for.
Normalization the Ftr_Mat (feature wise).
PCA on Ftr_Mat for dimension reduction.
Train the SVM and derive the support vectors.
Apply SVM on test data for Classification.
Measure the accuracy obtained by SVM classification.

A. Feature Extraction Using DWT
Fourier transform and other spectral analysis techniques are
the popular tools used for analyzing stationary signals.
However, for non-stationary signals like EEG, direct
application of Fourier transform is not recommended. Hence,
time-frequency analysis using wavelet transform have been
adapted in the proposed work.
A multi-level wavelet decomposition of the EEG samples
provides the information at different resolutions of the
samples at different frequency bands [11]. Fig. 1 shows 3level wave decomposition.
The selection of the level of decomposition and the type of
the basic wavelet is a problem specific criterion. For
extracting the features from EEG samples, the frequency range
of interest is 0-50 Hz. So the level of decomposition is chosen
to be 5. Different kinds of wavelets were tried and the
accuracy of the SVM classification was measured. It was
observed that the Daubechies wavelet suits the EEG signals
more and hence it was chosen as filter wavelet. Fig. 2 shows
an EEG sample signal from set A, its decomposition D1-D5
and approximation A5. Considering the frequency of our
interest, decomposition D3-D5 and approximation A5 are
chosen for feature extraction.
Extracted wavelet coefficients provides both time and
frequency representation of the EEG samples. Various
statistical features are extracted from these coefficients as
mentioned below:
(1) Feature 1 to 4 consists of the mean of the absolute values
of the approximation (A5) and details (D3-D5).
[Ftr(1), Ftr (2), Ftr (3), Ftr (4)] =
[mean(abs(A5)),mean(abs(D5)),mean(abs(D4)),mean(abs(D3))],

Here Ftr is the feature vector for one EEG sample.
(2) Feature 5 to 8 consists of the average of the square of the
second order norm (equivalent to average power of
discrete signals) of the approximation and details.
(3) Feature 9 to 12 consists of the median of the actual values
of the approximation and details.
(4) Feature 13 to 16 consists of the standard deviation of the
coefficients of the approximation and details.
(5) Feature 17 to 20 consists of the kurtosis; feature 21 to 24
consists of the skewness; and feature 25 to 28 consists of
the entropy of the coefficients of the approximation and
details.
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Fig. 2 5-Level wavelet
w
decomposition of sampple data (from set A) signal of 0-173.61 Hz. D1-D5 are details and A5 is apprroximation. (Foor clear
visibbility only 10000 initial sampless taken from 40
097 samples of tthe sample dataa and axis are not equalon the sub-plots)

(66) Feature 29 to 31 consists of the ratio of the absolutte mean
values of adjacent suub-bands i.e. approximatioon and
detail. Thee first three feature sets (1-3) represent the
frequency distribution of the signal annd the other thhree (46) represeents the variaation with reespect to freequency
distributionn. It is clear that feature vector
v
for onne EEG
sample connsists of 31 feeatures. As eaach data set (A
A to E)
consists off 100 EEG sam
mples, the feaature matrix for
f each
data set is of
o the dimensiion 31×100.
B. Principal Component Analysis
A
(PCA)):
PCA is well-established aand the most widely used method
foor dimension reduction. PCA allows to represennt a ddiimensional daata into a loweer dimensionaal space (say l,
l where
l<
<d). The PCA
A reduced dataa set is the best representaation of
thhe d-dimensionnal data into l-dimensional
l
l space (best inn terms
off minimum sqquared-error-ddistance).
In the proceess of minim
mizing the sqquared-error distance
d
beetween the acctual data andd reduced dataa, one can derrive the
m
method
to reduuce the d-dimeension data intto l-dimensionnal data
thhrough PCA. First the dd-dimensional mean µ annd d×d
diimensional coovariance matrrix S are com
mputed for origginal ddiimensional daata set. Next, d eigen valuees are calculatted and
arre sorted in decreasing
d
orrder. Say theese eigen vallues (in
deecreasing ordeer) are λ1, λ2…
…. λd and the correspondinng eigen
veectors are e1, e2……ed. (all the eigen vecctors e1, e2……
…ed are
m
mutually
orthogonal). Subseequently, the first l eigen vectors
e1, e2……el, which
w
correspond to largesst l eigen vallues λ1,
λ2…. λl are chhosen as nattural basis foor projecting the ddiimensional daata in l-dimenssional space. A good valuee of l is
deecided by thee fact that thhere is a signnificant compparative
diifference betw
ween lth and (l+
+1)th eigen vallue. The moree details
annd mathematiccal analysis off PCA can be found in [12] [13].
C. Support Vector
V
Machinee
The idea of SVM is originnated from thhe idea of conntrolling
thhe generalizingg capabilitiess of machines for automatioon. The
peerformance off a classifier must
m
be generralized, i.e. it should
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perform well when
w
it is appplied for th
he data outside the
traaining set. Thee notion of maaximizing the margin betweeen the
suppport vectors is at the hearrt of the SVM
M classifier, inn order
to perform mo
ore accuratelyy on unknow
wn data [13], [14].
(
Coonsider the hyyper-plane in (1):
(1)

0

The margin is the Eucliddian distance 1 || || betweeen the
tw
wo parallel hypper-planes (suppport vectors)) described in (2):
1, and

1

(2)

Let xi are traiining points, w
with respectivve classes yi {-1,1},
i=1,2,….,N for a 2-class classsification problem. The tassk is to
m
separating
opptimize for minnimum traininng error and maximum
maargin betweenn hyper-planees of (2). SV
VM classifier solves
thiis task by solvving the optim
mization probleem of (3):
Minimize
M
Subjected to

,

|
|| ||

,
1

,
1

∑

(3)

1
,

1

annd
0

(4)

For the pressent work, innvolving two class classiffication
(Epileptic seizurre or not), wee first learn thhe classifier eqquation
(siimilar to (1)) by solving the optimizattion problem of (3)
wiith constrains of (4), usingg half of the feature
f
vectorrs from
Ftrr_Mat as traiining data. Thhen the separaating hyper-pplane is
useed to classify the remainingg feature vecttors of Ftr_Ma
at. The
picctorial represeentation of leearning the SVM
S
classifieer from
thee training dataa of different cclasses is show
wn in Fig. 3.
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(a)

(b)
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bution of 2-dimeensional data seet of two differeent classes (b) Support
S
vectorss (dotted lines) and SVM classsifier (solid linee) learnt
Fiig. 3 (a) Distrib
to optim
mize for minimu
um training erro
or and maximum
m separating margin
m
between hyper-planes

V. EXPERIM
MENTAL RESUL
LTS

Th
he accuracy is calculated using:

In the preseented work, we
w have used
d pattern reco
ognition
ap
pproach for EEG
E
signal classification.
c
EEG samplees were
deecomposed into
i
sub-bannd using 5-level DWT
T with
Daubechies waavelet. Thirty
y-one differen
nt Statistical features
f
w
were
extracted from the detaails and appro
oximation sub
b-bands.
Th
his feature exttraction proceess was repeatted for all the sample
sig
gnals of set A and set E
E. A 31×200 sized Ftr_M
Mat was
fo
ormed after ad
dding all the feeature vectorss to it. Here eaach row
co
orresponds to
o a particuular feature and each column
co
orresponds to a particular E
EEG sample. The
T rows of Ftr_Mat
F
w then norm
were
malized betweeen 0 and 1 usiing
,

1

200

(5)

where
w
= feeature value in the th paarticular row,
=
m
minimum
value in that row
w, and
= maximum value
v
in
th
hat row.
The dimensiion of the exttracted featurees was reduced to 7
ussing PCA. After
A
dimensiion reduction
n we had a 7×200
Fttr_Mat. 100 out
o of 200 feature points (50
( from each
h class)
w
were
used to trrain the SVM
M classifier. Th
he remaining feature
po
oints were useed to test the accuracy
a
of thee SVM classiffier.
In order to measure thee performancce of the claassifier,
seensitivity (Tru
ue Positive RatioR
TPR) and
a specificity
y (True
N
Negative
Ratio
o- TNR) werre calculated by using con
nfusion
m
matrix.
Equatio
ons (6) and (7)
( describe th
he formula used
u
for
caalculating sen
nsitivity and specificity using
u
True Positive
P
(T
TP), True Neegative (TN),, False Positiive (FP), and
d False
N
Negative
(FN).
100%

(6)

100%

(7)

TABLE II
THE VALUES OBTAINED
B
FOR PER
RFORMANCE MEA
ASURING PARAME
ETERS
P
Parameter
Nuumerical Value Obtained
O
S
Sensitivity
100.0%
S
Specificity
99.50%
A
Accuracy
99.75%
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100%

(8)

Table II summ
marizes the values of accurracy, sensitiviity and
speecificity obtaiined after classsification.
VI. CO
ONCLUSION
In this paper,, a pattern reccognition apprroach is propo
osed to
detect the epileeptic seizure. The proposed
d approach iss based
he statistical features such
h as means, power,
onn extracting th
staandard deviatiion, kurtosis, skewness, en
ntropy, and median
m
fro
om decompossed sub-bandss of DWT. In
n order to avo
oid the
red
dundancy in the
t observed ffeatures, the normalized
n
vaalues of
thee extracted wavelet feattures are paassed to PC
CA for
dim
mension redu
uction. Reducing the featu
ure dimension
n using
PC
CA also helpss in reducing the time and
d space comp
plexity.
SV
VM classificattion is appliedd to classify the
t data into one of
thee two classes: epileptic seizzure or not.
A very high level of detecttion ratio and accuracy
a
is ob
btained
aftter applying the proposedd classification
n approach on
o real
EE
EG data set. The
T higher leevel of accuraacy obtained, makes
thee system a peerfect helping tool for auto
omated classiffication
off EEG signals.
Developmentt of a dediccated hardwarre set-up and
d user
friendly interfacce can be conssidered as thee future work for the
preesented work..
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